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Yes, nod the branches
Dusk-red the winter sun speaks,
Continuity.
- John Anderson
'•' '•v'-yX>Vvv';':'x'^-;'x*.v>l
THE SHADOW IN HIS MIND
By Gem Mehmet Kozlu
It's the looking in the mirror
that causes me to ponder growing old,
to laugh at my hairy face of 22 years.
All these genuine, silver rings from India
will never get past my arthritic knuckles,
and my mustache may droop.
This giant, gold belt buckle will be hidden
by layers of flab while I embarrass myself
with bad kidneys acquired on long motorcycle adventures.
My legs will bow, the high heels of my boots
will wear away on the outside edges
as my grandmother's oxfords did
when Dr. Scholl lied to her.
They'll put me in a home
where I'll smile at a flag every morning,
chatting aimlessly with the crippled veterans;
I'll forget Chicago.
- Larry Paso
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[I was time
that he was most afraidof - time which widened
en his father and him. It blurred the nuances
"colors of the scenes where his father was pres-
1 sed the familiar configurations and expressions of
erand n dropped words from precious conversations
With an uncontrollable and interminable passion
'feared forgetting... the isolation caused by the ir-
•je s°n. fiov? of time...a total black-out.
s father died, quite naturally and peacefully of a
' ck he decided to die also. However, he soon re-
s decision when the thought occurred to him that his
Id be imperfect unless he, by the time of his death,
me his father. So, he set Up for himself a task no
would have thought to be possible: he decided to be-
-__tr» knnw thp things his fathpr Unpw tn fppl
. 0 his
This
when he died.
father-to kno  t e t i s is fat er kne , to feel
"s his father felt, to suffer the pains he suffered,
race against time. His father was 50 «
was now 19, but he could not wait 31 years to com-
his task, for as time passed it eroded parts of his
Soon it would be impossible to be him because Hasan
' id forget too many details of his father's existence.
fltb a mad momentum he started. First he read. He read
book in his father's library. He put them in alphabet-
1 order according to the authors. He also grouped his
!,0te5 dictionaries, encyclopedias, magazines, and news-
jjpers in a similar fashion. The first book he read was Is-
unic Ideology by Khalifa Abdul Hakim, followed by Katha-
V»Hhu (Points of Controversy or Subjects of Discourse) by
Abhidhamma-Pitaka, and Anuruddha (Compendium of Phil-
osophy) by Abhidhammatthasangaha. Also under A were
'.ord Acton's Lectures on the French Revolution, Alfred Ad-
ler's The Education of Children, and Aristotle's Le Livre du
del et du monde. Biographies made up a very substantial
:on of the library. Among their subjects were Ataturk,
Stalin, Rommel, Tagore, Poincare, and Conrad. Conrad's
own works comprised most of the books under C.
At the end of the 63rd week he started the third book from
ihe last, Business Policies and Decision Making by Ray-
: Ziegler. Then he read La Bete humaine by Emile Zola
Islamin Sonu (End of Islam) by Hikmet Zagrali, and he
' MS finished. The books had taken 15 months of his time.
He had worked most of every day during this period, with only
and irregular breaks taken for food and sleep. It hurt
o see so little of his mother and brother and to have so
i'ttle to say to them when he did see them. They, in turn,
TOrried about his health. Actually, he would have been
mished much sooner had it not been for the books in French.
'•f had spent all of the spring when he first started for learning
•sough French so that he could read his father's French books.
In the early days of autumn he started going through the
Cyclopedias and the dictionaries. The former included
toericana and the abridged version of the Larousse, and
veral specialized ones on law, economics, and banking.
e dictionaries were Webster's, Hony's English-Turkish-
**hi and Hachette's Turkish-French. Before the snows
January descended on Istanbul he was finished with this
Sioup.
The notes, all in his father's handwriting, began with
p e Pages in French on A la Recherche du temps perdu by
Ust> and ended with seventeen pages in Turkish on Zoro-
ani They included numerous pages on various as-.
_8 °f banking, 69 illustrated pages on boating, and notes
A Cruise to Marmara Islands," "A Trip to the Hittite
'Pitoi," "Tne orphanage of Zirkaya," "Cyprus Revisited,"
"Starvation in the Village of Dikenli," and "Along the Im-
perial Roman Road."
The magazines he read were Paris Match, Constellation,
The Economist, and The National Geographic. He read only
those issues of these magazines that were in the library, but
he decided to take a look at every issue of the daily Cum-
huriyet from 29 October 1913 to 26 November 1963. To do
this he had to spend more than 4 months at the University Li-
brary in Beyazit.
He found out that his father was born on a very ordinary,
uneventful day. Indeed very little had happened in the world
that day: all the fronts of the Balkan War were silent for the
third consecutive day; Gen. Felix Diaz escaped from Mexico
and sought refuge in an American battleship; Empress Eu-
genie, then 88, announced that she wanted to sell her yacht
Thistle; French author Pierre Loti was challenged to a duel
by the Bulgarian army for being a Turcophile. In fact, Cum-
huriyet's lead article was about Loti:
Pierre Loti, who championed the cause of
the Turks with the greatest vehemence during
the Balkan war, seems likely to be challenged
to a duel on behalf of the officers of the Bul-
garian army, who consider that he slandered
their service.
It is announced that Lieut. Torkof, A Bul-
garian infantry officer, has received two months
leave and has started from Sofia to Paris. He
is charged by his brother officers to demand
satisfaction from the French writer.
In the 20 July 1914 issue he read about his father's uncle
Hamdi Bey's and their close friend Rauf Bey's commissioning
as the captains of the sister cruisers Hamidiye and Mecidiye.
Ten years later Cumhuriyet announced Hamdi Bey's election
to the Grand National Assembly and Rauf Bey's selection as
Ataturk's post-war Prime Minister. A year later in November
appeared the obituary of his grandfather, Ismail Husnu Buey,
who died leaving behind the good reputation he had acquired
as the legal consellor of the Ministry of the Navy — but no
money. Hamdi became a father to him, and he started calling
Rauf Bey "uncle."
October 1930 issue contained three references to Rauf
Bey's failing health and to the possibility that he might
leave the government which he was then serving as the Min-
ister of External Affairs. Hasan remembered his father's ac-
count of those days:
On a late autumn afternoon in that year Hamdi and Rauf
Bey took him for a boat ride in Kalamis Bay. While he
rowed with slow but strong pulls, Hamdi Bey sat at the stern
guiding the tiller, and Rauf Bey at the bow, looking like a
ship's figurehead with his head held high and his back
straight as a board. First Hamdi Bey talked in his proud and
gentle tone and told him that soon Rauf Bey would no longer
be the Foreign Minister and that Ataturk would make him
leave the country. He, Hamdi Bey, planned to support him in
exile. Hamdi Bey had just resigned from the Grand National
Assembly himself and had only his Navy pension for the two
men to live on. Of course, their other best friend, Ali's
father, was now dead. They had to make the best of the situa-
tion.
Ali wanted to cry for his heros. With a superhuman
effort he restrained himself. Instead, he bit to shreds the
inside of his cheeks.
"We found you a job," Rauf Bey said, "in a new bank."
He looked at the young boy in the eye. "From now on you're
pretty much on your own. I can tell you where to sail to, and
Hamdi Bey may tilt the tiller a bit to guide you along, but you
have to row. These days our names won't help you, only
hard work will. Get a good fix on the stars, aim for the most
distant port, don't waver from your course, and always remem-
ber that a captain is at all times responsible not only for his
own actions, but for everything that happens on his ship."
He rowed them back to the old wooden ferry pier jutting
out into the bay. The two sailors walked back to his house,
with him walking between them.
Four days later Cumhuriyet wrote that Rauf Bey had left
for London to receive medical treatment.
In the 3 September 1953 issue Hasan read about the ap-
pointment of his father as the youngest Vice-Director of the
largest bank in Turkey. Ten years 84 days -• 3,736 issues
later he read his obituary. Like the day he was born, the
day he died was an unexciting, balmy autumn day. Most of
Cumhuriyet's front page was taken up by a press conference
by the Prime Minister, an anti-American declaration by a
student union, and two murders. Intermittent showers were
expected for the afternoon.
While he was reading, the son wished not to miss a sen-
tence, a word, a comma, a space between the letters. He
read very fast, but everything he read he remembered--he
remembered with a very clear vision. He remembered not
only the ideas but also the sentences, the words them-
selves . He recalled where the last word in any one line was
divided. When he looked at a page he knew what his father
had read and what he had skipped. After 730 days, only 10
longer than he had planned, the job was done, and he stopped
reading. From then on he read nothing, not even a news-
paper. The danger inherent in his endeavor became obvious to
him. In a few years, that is in his late twenties he would
become his father. A possibility was that a force yet un-
known to him would terminate his life then, but if this did
not happen and if he did not terminate his own existence to
live to be say 50, he would have seen, felt, read, and ex-
perienced two separate lives. He would have been two per-
sons. And if, after his death someone else could become
him and continue to live after becoming him, then that person
would unite three lives in one life in one body. The process
was infinite and could multiply like an image in a hall of
mirrors. This possibility scared him and strengthened his
resolve to cease living as soon as he became his father.
Suddenly he fell sick. A high fever and pains gripped his
whole body. He was young and had no reason to become ill,
and the doctors were perplexed. At the end of nine days,
without any medical interference the fever and the pains left
him, and he immediately started writing: same room, same
desk, same schedule as before. Long and feverish days and
nights of writing...fifty-two large, loose-leaf volumes in his
cryptic, uneven handwriting. The first two volumes were
made up of numerous lists. They included the lists of all
pieces of clothing his father had owned. Shoes: color
(mostly brown), shape (conservative, rounded tips, not a
single loafer), brand (Tanca, Baccara, Bally) approximation of
years in use. Suits: Example: By Necati, Scottish wool,
beige with brown vertical stripes, two buttons, used in infor-
mal affairs, coat later used in sailing, pants given to Suat
1957, 1959-1960.
The next 21 volumes were devoted to his professional af-
fairs. Example: Entered Pakbank Nov. 4, 1930, 200 TL/
month, small, worn-out, wooden desk in a windowless room,
third floor of Pak Han at 111 Bankalar Ave., responsible to
Halim Aksit Bey, a 44 year old alcoholic who nevertheless
possesses a charming personality and knows 1001 jokes; job:
letter > r "j-gjd volume it might have surpassed his fath-
dadb e e n noticeable way—an occurrence which would
son considerably, perhaps even discouraged him
I* ^Dieting his taSk-fnished writing he sailed around the Marmara.
L in the boat and had a lot of time to think, but
' t at the tiller very carefully scrutunizing the
by. During the seven days that took him to
nondescript and changing, unchallenging Py oassion into his version. Luckily, the son's work
1955, finally got rid of Advertisement"' i±^ ^ J, a very minute way, unrecognizable to him. If
with a portofolio of 2,700,000,000 TL; a
Coban came and gave me the deed to 15 acre's " "uet • • ' •
development site, wants the "honor" of my nre
the records and found he has a pending request
TL, I sent the deed back, ten days later his r<
my desk, good risk, everything in order, so T h
the loan.
Whenever he emerged from the room for a me •<"•
would ask him to stop working, to get some re i°"S ** Marmara"not for a second did he lose sight of the
himself. She told him that he looked very tir' d every night he stayed in a bay where he and his
He'd tell her, "I can't stop now, not yet T I d previously stayed. Upon his return home he be-
work to finish." When she and others asked h * °aain ' ThiS tim6 h6 ^  & ^ ^ **""" iW & **** "
was writing, he'd reply, "a history of humanity"1"**'
would accept this explanation for they knew h
intelligent and as a scholar. In fact, they had
pected and even encouraged him to write a book •
age.
What fatigued him was not the physical effort 0
or the long hours he kept, but the anguish of f
and the exhaustion of recalling. There were certain
the knowledge and documents he possessed. The
larger as he went farther back. He had to keep n
himself, in order not to be discouraged, that he had t<
upon himself to remember only those things he had a
knowing. As time wore on his intuition started picking*!
the points his knowledge stopped. More and more this
mode of perception was sharpened and he relied on
creasingly. He began to recall incidents he had
nessed, conversations he had not heard, details he ha
observed. For example he was able to reconstruct all of
father's foreign travels even though he had not been v
him: Twice to Nicosia (government business), Beirut
a trade delegation), Baden Baden and Bad Neuheim
reasons), Dayton, New York, Geneva, and London (busines
Dundee, Paris, Vienna, Rome, Naples...(pleasure).
After the numerous lists were made, the professn
fairs documented, and travels narrated, he started writing is
letters his father had written. Some he had read at one po
or other, but most he had never seen, yet his replies to
letters his father had received were exactly like his father
own answers. Of course, he could not prove that they i
exactly alike since he had no way of getting back most
the letters his father had sent, but he did not have topic-.'
since he knew they were the same. Actually, they
alike since they said the same things, but they were not t
same since they were written by two different persons,
faith that his recreations were faithful to his father's
tions was borne out when he rewrote the book his father
written eleven years ago. His version of Notes On Love
Death In the Poems of Fuzuli was an almost perfec:
a nearly pure recreation of the early work. He did not
the book; the last time he had read it was more than '.•
years ago. Nor did he recall it through a photographic
ory putting the mental impressions on paper. He simp
down to write on his own some notes on love and death
poems of Fuzuli, and what he wrote was aimost word ft
the work his father had once produced. His differed f«
father's text only in two places. On page 33 he wrote:
and death have alinear progression and a circular relat
instead of "love and death have a circular progression
tangential relation," as his father had written. On Pa?'
he wrote "circular and limitless creation" instead <
finite rebirth." Perhaps it was these differences tb
his version of the Notes an infinitesimal degree better t
the original written by his father. It is possible thatB
were more passionate times than his father's and that
"^st a dark week. When he woke up the fever was
'S 'he had cutting pains in his stomach, chest, and
doctors were sheepish and it took them two days
that he had suffered a mild heart attack. He was
ddened nor shocked. He had been expecting it
Sge times. It just aggravated the sense of urgency he
knew the second attack would come and before that
go through the last phase of his task and suffer as
r had suffered. Of course, he could not reconstruct
de forces, events, and persons who had caused him
but he could recreate in his own mind the pain and
'offering. Increasingly he was able to bring about all
of precise and subtle changes in the workings of his
" and his brain. Gradually he acquired control over many
s bodily functions that are considered involuntary. For
, pie he could 'think* himself into seeing a caterpillar
eling along a branch a hundred feet away, or into stopping
• his hearing in the middle of a philharmonic concert.
i he was able to induce in his mind suffering which
icked any external reasons or stimuli.
ie did not want to undergo this process at home. Also, he
nnted to take a final look at things he had seen before (or
«iiaps his father's mind growing in his mind wished this --
:: was becoming harder and harder to differentiate where one
.*'.: and the other took over), so he started walking. Every
12 he would take a bus from Taksim, the center of
en, to a place at the edge of the city. Then he would walk
tick to Taksim. Each night he followed a different path
tick, never taking the same street twice. The possible com-
s he could take back were numerous yet finite. He
K! considered walking like the free end of a compass whose
•tie kept getting smaller and smaller, thus revolving around
in concentric circles that became smaller every night,
»t the city was too large and he would not have been able to
Jish the outside circles in one night and morning, and he had
!«>ded to be back no later than noon every day. Thus, he
'ilked back in straight lines which always originated at dif-
Jt places but culminated in the same point. While he
!|1ked at measured paces with his hands clasped behind his
• he thought of every probable circumstance that might
ve caused his father anguish. He also looked and saw...
young woman leaning down from her fifth story window, her
neckline, so early in the morning...the dark little bruises
^ arms of the junkie who tried to rob him...the syphilitic
°n the cheek of the whore with the eroded face who of-
herself, perhaps expecting an onion soup afterwards...
'atterns tears made on the sooty face of bagle-boy when
tSPaper boys ran away with his bagles...
' "tad, now infinitely sharper than before, captured all
•"mgs while at the same time recreating past situations,
able to recollect the numbers of the couchettes he and
Br had traveled on eight years ago from Adana to Is-
'e color of the sea during an August storm, the pat-
lhe stars in the sky in a particular night. These and
many more things he remembered. And the more he remem-
bered, the happier the son became, but the more he remem-
bered, the more the father and through him the son suffered.
Happiness and anguish belonging to two different persons
shared the same mind. The more total his suffering became
the more he started fearing death. Actually the son did not
fear it, he was almost ready for it. But the father, in his
son's mind feared death for the son's sake. So, he wondered
when he raised a foot to take a step whether he'd live to see
it come down. He wondered, when he took in a breath of air
whether he'd live long enough to feel it leave his lungs.
The last street of Istanbul he walked brought him to the
first street he had started out from, to the last day of his
travail, to the next to last agony of his father. He came
home before sunrise, slept all day, and took the night express
to Ankara at 6:00 p.m. As soon as the train arrived he di-
rectly went to Cihan Palas and checked in the room where
seven years earlier his father had died. He took the elevator
up, entered room 360, locked the door, closed the curtains and
opened up his suitcase. From inside the valise he took out
underwear, a shirt, a suit, a scarf, and an overcoat, all his
father's. He laid these out carefully on one of the beds. Then
he took off all his clothes, packed these in the suitcase, and
put it under the bed. He went into the shower, turned it on
warm, then hot, and let his muscles absorb the heat, let them
relax. He then turned on the cold water and felt the muscles
contract and wake up. He jumped out of the shower, dried
himself, and very meticulously, like a surgeon carefully
scrubbing and dressing up for an important operation, he put
on his father 's clothes, and slipped into one of the beds. He
lay motionless for a minute and there were no thoughts in his
mind. Suddenly the thought of God crossed his mind. He al-
so thought of praying and decided not to. He recalled and
lived through the last fear and pain of his father's life--the
fear of death, this time not for the sake of the son but his
own fear of dying, his own anguish at dying. In the son's
mind the father died, but the son kept living. He decided that
he must have overlooked something. Perhaps, a book or two
had been taken from his library after his death, or maybe he
had overlooked a small street or alley when he was walking.
He resolved to bring about his own death. His mind reached
his heart-big, strong, muscular, alive and active. The cham-
bers, arteries, and veins, like the dark and damp alleys of a
labyrinth, like the secret ways of his brain. The blood rush-
ing through the yellow-red walls, and his thoughts trying to
keep pace and reverse the flow, the beat--mortal, but posses-
ing eternity in the past--da dum...da dum... da dum. He sud-
denly hated this stupid, big, brainless blob. He hated it for
stopping on his father. His mind attacked his heart and tried
to confuse the electric flow that went to and fro between the
two. The huge machine closed, convulsed and opened again.
Deprived of their regular electric beat the muscles floundered,
searched for the fading rhythm, regained it momentarily, and
pulled hard, the blood spread again. The brain this time kept
to itself all the energy it produced, starving the heart of the
impulses and the cues it needed. This retained energy en-
larged multifold the sensitivities of the brain. The slightest
sound in the corridor was like a nuclear explosion, the pain
now spreading from the chest towards his limbs was infini tely
excruciating. It was accompanied by a coolness and then a
warmth that spread through his body. He struggled toward the
window to open it to let some air in. His lungs were starving
for clean, cool oxygen. They hurt as if the air he inhaled
contained a million tiny thistles. Trying to expose his chest
to the air he tore his clothes off with spastic jerks of his
distorted hands. He crawled back to the bed. As soon as he
put his head on the pillow his brain released all the energy it
had been holding in reign the last minute or so. When the en-
ergy reached the heart it made it collapse liked a pricked bal-
loon, pushing out not only the stagnant blood in the ventricles
but also the newly arriving blood in the auricles. The walls
of the heart met each other and quivered spasmodically.
Venous and arterial blood from the body and the lungs tried
to force its way into the auricles, but the
collapsed and quivering, and then they bee *
His head stopped its grotesque paroxysms a
on its side. A bit of blood trickled down fr '
his mouth.
We fight along time
on a nameless plain with names
and eyes to avenge
betrayed defenses, until
a fortress falls, in dust
revealing the dust
of our victories
and we build again
on lower ruins.
Tracy Mac Nab
Daring the night
it went down to thirty below,
fusing all available atmosphere
to lawns and windowpanes-
I plug in my blanket
ind wait for the thaw
of electricity
Power and Light
aeep from the city toward me,
v 'ng naked, on my half of the bed
^ng-Distance dreaming
16 warmth of knuckles on my face
16 slow insipid buzzing of the lamp
not move
Tracy Mac Nab
Illusion
I had a dream last night
That made a terrible movie.
The beginning was in black and white,
Soundless, without special effects.
I was innocent, living a life
Model, religious, promising, bright;
Taking care of my own affairs,
Getting ahead in life,
Studying,
Working.
Everyone applauded me.
The edges of the film were frayed
From ages of overuse, misuse.
The image flickered, dim and dull,
Hardly worthy watching, a waste of time.
Suddenly a flash of light,
Color, sound, vital action-
A gun glinted, long and black
The angry face and voice above the gun
Were those of one who did not applaud;
Red eyes squinted
Drooling black mouth set firm
Prickly white beard on edge
Spots and streaks of wetness traverse
Black lines and wrinkles of worry and hate.
Quivering red tongue sticks to pale white lips.
The bullet seared through my chest
Before I saw the burst of orange
The dusty cloud of white
Obscuring the darkness of his face
Filling my nostrils with burning, acrid air.
The movie ended.
My chest, still seared, soon healed.
At least when I awoke this morning
Things were the same as always.
The beginning I barely recall.
Details, like old faces on old prints, faded, dead;
Yet "model, religious, promising, bright"--
This for me is reality.
The ending I still sense vividly.
The colors, the sounds, the bullet, the smoke--
Unforgettably real in technicolor and cinemascope.
Both lives were illusions,
Sequences of two-dimensional images
Produced and directed by Anonymous Unconscious.
The first, though colorless, allows life;
The second, though I die, is vital, excites.
The Academy would choose the second;
I have little choice.
- Phil Cockerille
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1 walked and saw •
and tasted,
harsh and bitter,
sweet and rare, ^fSj**-*-' •
along the gran Paseo,
in restaurants by the board, ,
the foods of quick-tongued
passers-by, t
the Broken-English fawnings
of son-dark Spanish waiters
in warm sun-dark hotels;
the bells of the Cathedral,
the pigeons in the parqtte,
the madachi tunes,
old men
in faded shirtsleeves filling
helium balloons.
The Slates? Ah, we were willing
"I would go back today!"
my mother boasted.
destreets,'J-
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SUMMER CORRESPONDENCE II
Here I kneel on a cold wave
washing to my father's feet
to the tick of the clock.
In order of dominance,
the soles of his slippers,
the cuffs of his slacks,
gray slacks with white paint splashes,
a paper,
glasses over the paper,
bald head shaking at the paper:
He is condemning the news again.
But bless me, father, I cannot sleep.
The clocks beat loud inside me.
When I think of your maniacal virtue,
even the all-night-back-of-the-eyelid
movies can't amuse me.
I've considered writing a suicide note
right here on the sheet:
Dear Father, Mother, Jesus, etc.,
It's not your fault I had insomnia.
Maybe it was something I ate.
So bless me, for I can only focus
on the soles of your two crossed feet,
crossed, hands, crossed fingers, crossed breeds,
which is probably why you tried to make things perfect,
and made me instead; and now you ask
what I am doing: I am lying in bed.
It is Saturday Night when nothing happens,
I try to sleep and think of you
because there are no values here,
no one to try them on.
Don't worry. I'm all snug and yellow
like an unmailed letter in a drawer-
even the womb is no more secure,
but remember if I ever surprise you,
I floated to your feet a daughter,
not an eldest son.
- Lauren Shakely
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AMERICA SINGS TO HERSELF AND DOESN'T HEAR
One: Scientists as well as poets
die in wars. Two: Auto mechanics
have America stamped in red on their foreheads.
Three: America, she proves she lives
by repeating errors, leans from a windowsill
in Cincinnati, gnawing her knuckles,
inspecting traffic and she is
Cincinnati, the very worst of three bad eras,
red and gray from the late nineteenth,
depressed from the thirties, concrete
and blind from 1950 on.
And she
paints herself more now
on hot tongues and over the mantle
between pastels of the twins.
She is those twins
who take turns giggling in the dark
about piranhas that swim at night
between their two beds. And since,
Four: Poets should love flags,
symbols of dreams,
words about words,
then, Five: chemists
and gas station attendants die more
than poets die - Poetry,
she's just another pretty face.
- Lauren Shakely
I
'My poetry is the voice
of my ancestors"
Morton Marcos
There is a voice in me.
Morton says it is not my own,
merely the shouting of my dead father,
my pharmacist father—
Rexalled to death.
His voice shapes my tongue,
Morton says,
The voice in me
has shattered, cobweb veins
in the back of its head.
I whisper its dead secrets
to mirrors.
Father, you've taught me nothing.
Give up this noise.
I am too old for your death rattles.
Being the son of a voice
leaves my mouth a grave.
G.
I have watched you many hours
Building, making, so intent.
Brush and pen, razor, ruler,
Color, form, balance, line.
So engrossed and so absorbed,
And what your hands create is good,
Though dark and fearful, like your life.
You seem so far away, and when
I for a second cease to think
Of you as working as you love,
And think instead of myself here,
I feel excluded, left outside.
I want to go to you, to touch you,
Just so we both know I'm here.
If I should touch you, what, I wonder,
Would be in the look you'd give?
I fear the glance, and that fear keeps me
Here. I can't move to your side.
You know I watch, and a new flourish
Enters into what you do -
Self-conscious artist, turned performer.
i
- Larry Faso
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THE DROPLET SEA
The sea is a drop of water,
A drop of water, the sea.
A muddy droplet;
The sea, brown-black dark;
Salt sand discolors water,
But makes it visible.
Move forever;
Go nowhere;
The sandy shore, a shell;
Break upon it.
The currents of the waters
Flow, stir,
But always stay
within the sandy shell.
A ray of light enters the water;
Absorb, diffuse it.
Yet, it illuminates the sea,
The fish within.
The wind blows over;
The sea moves;
Waters swirl up;
A little sand is blown away.
The water becomes a mist,
Formed upon the sand-encrusted sea;
Droplets glisten in the light,
Yearn for high places.
Droplets ascend,
Become a blue-pink cloud,
Float free throughout the sky,
Fall back into the sea.
- Jeffrey R. Smith
FINIS CORONANT OPUS
The harbour at night spits and coughs,
As its over-night resting fishingboats tilt and ride.
The quieted town is black and folded,
With the exception of the sailors' night-lighted pub.
The silence is unexpectedly drowned by the wailing, quaking dogs,
And from the smoking dock-side inferno, a man escapes.
The fish fly and glide on their sea wings,
Far from the night-lifed voyagers and the steadfast, in-bedded town
And as the tide upon the sea shore laps,
A man stands on a sea cliff, alone, in the reconciling night.
The man has come a long way to stand on this cliff by the sea,
And still the sleepless dogs howl.
He stares into the black dab filled night,
And intermittently watches the kissing sea in temporal grace.
His love companion for tonight, the sweat-warmed revolver,
Falls from his hand.
The sand is a pillow under his head,
And the vodka runs from his mouth.
The shore is his final grave,
And the dogs have quieted since they were disturbed.
The surrounding dismal forest,
overgrown with entwining darkness
its silence filled
with the thrashing death
of snared creatures,
overpowers me, until wandering
through the tearing thorns
and grasping vines
I stumble onto a small clear spot
lit by the beauty of a poppy,
softly red in budding fullness
opening up into mature bloom.
My yearning wants, needs, desires
seduce me to remain close
in her presence, the source
of comfort, pleasure, happiness,
powerful as the draw of candle light
flickering in the darkness.
Her passionate opium
pulls me down to her dreamy body
enveloping me in strengthening pleasure.
But addiction saps life
beauty of her flowering form
and dulls me to the encroaching forest
so death* s strangling
becomes pleasantly welcomed.
She has life's cycles to follow
with wilt and bloom,
nature's design,
and I my endless wondering to continue
again through darkness,
not able to return
therefore not wanting to;
For all is contained in the
undimensionalness of the
Now.
- P. F. Galbraith
• i
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AN INTRODUCTION:
AN EXCERPT from a novel in progress
By Dick Devine
nlayed the age old game in the age old way.
f irSt W6 - J - J * V-» - «V-~-»«™ ; - , , , io iKln
It is morning. I am in my room. I have no classes to
attend. There is a vacation. Cold weather is coming soon.
I have a stereo and also a radio. I play the radio mostly. I
listen to all the stations. I know I am going to write and I
know that first I will write about writing. How. Where. When.
I will write a book.
A confession in first person singular con-
cerned with the moderately able and sentient
protagonist, Dominion is centered upon the
questions of life-style and the roots of sensual
and perceptive existence in contemporary Am-
erica. Michael Dunn, a totally free wanderer,
is given the opportunity to reflect and to react.
I am known as a friendly person, and like most people of
this nature, I find myself immensely dull. I may complete
college, I may not. I have three more quarters to finish at
Ohio State. I will receive a degree in Literature. The story
concerns myself and somewhat resembles the popular subject
of the Odyssey, personal travels. Many books are created
from this theme. I don't enjoy being unoriginal but at least
I plan to make sense. I am the same person now, as before
my tale begins; I have not been converted. There are
millions and millions of men, especially in our western cul-
ture, who feel that the world is centered about them. I am
one of them.
Earlier today I was standing alone, outside, after going
downstairs for my mail. I stood near the center of the campus
on High Street and was quite alone. I saw several people
but knew none of them. I thought of those people I know.
I don't know a great number of people, and I never have. It
is vacation now and most of my acquaintances have gone
home. I'm friendly, but I don't have many friends.
I'm going to begin my story. First I will rewrite an old
story. This story is, once again, about myself.
BABUSHKA THE HEIRESS
Babushka the Heiress was a character in a play, written
and directed and performed by Robin Kaufman. I wrote her
story early last June.
At the time I recall she lived across the school yard from
me, or one street over in our four by six street town. She
was a young girl and the youngest of the five women in her
home. Her father was occassionally passing through, but
generally there at the Kaufman house things were like a sort
of YWCA. An aunt, a mother, Robin, a sister, and a grand-
mother with a home in nearby Redtown who constantly visited.
When I think of the rooms of that small building I can only
think of women. Knitting needles, small spectacles, an im-
pressive old book held in front, sometimes pies and cookies.
It was like a nest of pigeons, my first memory of their life
together. "Women come and go talking of Michaelangelo"
and I think of Robin's home. I see a mother. I see Mrs. Rus-
so, another constant visitor. I see the older girl, homely and
quiet. The tall elderly lady reading or perhaps falling asleep
and Robin handing me a crayon, or teaching me a game of
cards.
Kenny is and always has been a small town, but a com-
fortable one. It has a certain kind of warmth. It never seemed
small in those days. The center of our little community was
the University and it seemed far away, up on the hill, a hid-
den mystery far beyond our mother's voice, and the call for
dinner or for bed.
Robin lived nearby, and I had discovered her and the sev-
eral other small children around the block over a time of
months. It took just one summer for us to merge
to grow accustomed as it is called.
The Kaufman's were Jewish. She was a diff
thing, of that we were sure. No one else was quj te
pleading a social background, except one volunteer f
son, and a rather heavy Catholic boy.
But this is about more than just Robin I „
^oii go-it's impossible to write about her and not consider
neighborhood. What I'm writing is about a boyh0
boyhood is the right word. We weren't men and we
weren't girls. That's why Robin means so much
_ „ of us
*>' He
She
dtes
our only link with all the other brats...those
differently and were obsessed by horses and not bv
war.
It's because of Robin that there was a Babushk
Heiress. It was her unassuming ticket into a world of
Not just into the world of little men, but into the real
little soldiers, little knights and kings, the fantasy world
our short lives. Babushka was a woman, a part of histn..
headline character, a news item, a Russian Princess
learned that she had played a vital part in the World
And we learned much more, all that Robin seemed to un/
stand.
While the other nations had leaders, presidents, general*
Fuhers, men, the Russians, she explained, were a backwi
people. While we had Eisenhower and Roosevelt, the Ni
a Hitler, the Russians were controlled by a tiny, intellige-
and beautiful young woman, the Heiress of Babushka..
Russia, we learned from Robin, was a quiet, primiu-..
country. Most fairy tales came from Russia and the peop:
were in the most part ignorant farmers or cow herders. The
were a gentle and unassuming people. But of course they t
leaders. In fact they seemed to let themselves be led lr,
almost anyone who would accept the challenge. And these
men were often evil and bad, men who were today leading ir.
Russians against the United States of America.
But the Heiress of Babushka was a wise and wonderfj.
sort of woman, she had a clear mind and a crystal heart anc
could do no wrong. The people loved her and followed hi
word. She brought the backward, yet powerful nation to o
side and helped us win the war, along with the English ar.
the French. Robin had an almost perfect knowledge of Ri
sian history. She understood even what we later recognize
as the intricacies of their social and diplomatic developue
during the war.
As I look back on those years today, now in my third y<
of college, feeling a great deal more mature and experienci
I don't believe they could have been as filled with play a
imagined them then. The hours spent after school i
grassy fields and the green forests outside Kenny, or the o
lot and the playground seemed to me then to be ever long
never ending. The open hours were a mass of time,
my life has of course changed. America in itself has evo
from a great melting pot to a pressure cooker. My 1
done the same. With the problem of finding a vocation, a
a purpose, life has pushed me into a state far differen
the childishness I once enjoyed. In even the later y
was baseball, or for a time a dangerous bicycle ride,
town, down a lonesome country road, and finally throug
the trees into the deepness of the forest where the roadm
finally had to be abandoned. But the times I remembei
were of war. In the summer, for several summers, eve
p
on one side, and fought a phantom, invisible
s in every shadow. He rode every moving car
i»y- Hu *swept through town on the early morning freight,
•m whistle through the moist evenings, and re-
beard ths later as his wheel spun into the cold winter
im "/Td I don't mean to be terribly romantic. But it
,jAO^sS' He existed and we felt him all around us, andjj^g that.
1111 in & the sides split. He became a part of us, we
the others, whoever they were, a different pair of
«»* b'm Afferent group of companions everyday. They were
^id Nazis, or we were.
ally we were in the Pacific, on an island, and a
'"id hide in the jungles with their slanted eyes and
s BUt never were we Russians, until Robin. We
a way the strangeness of Russia, and we avoided
pledged himself to battle. Our group was an Army,
ing, meaningful battle was our goal, our cause; we
as the Russians that were racing us to space, opposing
he world. We might soon be at war with them. At an ear-
der age, I had predicted an interplanetary war with them
, grandmother once said I might well be right. So when
und that Robin understood the Russians we questioned
Our first great worry was World War Two, and she could
-Ve us a greater knowledge of our cause.
We had begun to take our wars quite seriously. We had a
• like all children, of making our own possessions and we
*d decided to own a part of history. And what happened was
vitable. RODjn became part of the summers, she became
e talkative dictator of our battles. Each war took place
jomewhere on the Russian front. We became friends and sav-
iours of the gentle Russian people.
The Babushka Heiress was a Russian leader. The country-
worshipped her and obeyed her every word. We fought
strange, intricate battles. Most of them were far beyond total
-comprehension. We were lost in the maze of Robin's tales but
we fought on, and even harder than before. Most of the little
•MO were satisfied to fight at anytime, and anywhere. To them
die reality of Robin's word was truth.
I can focus my mind easily on my thoughts of Robin. She's
standing by a small pup-tent explaining exactly why we had
to move across the river today, before dinner. But perhaps
gone too far, I'd not planned to write an imaginary war
journal. Every man who at sometime lived a carefree life, and
'• - ike to think that we all have, must sense the importance of
Ae little girl. What she meant to us. I crawled through the
'•elds and among the trees. I knelt and aimed and fired. My
Germans fell with the others. But I was just as satisfied to
simply consider the importance of the battle, to recall the vic-
iy over a bowl of soup at lunch, my great game was to watch
:h evening or afternoon as the world was recreated and re-
istroyed. Life was to the command of chattery, wide-eyed,
ot)in, the little black-haired Jewess who knew, it seemed,
*taost everything.
I've made you expect a story of a different nature then I
lologize. There is no plot waiting under my words; you see,
g really happened, that is nothing dramatic. Robin was
•uled, and I never really knew her later, when we grew up.
never fell in love, or into bed. It was just life I've been
king about, plan to talk about. And right now the point is
* ea% plotless life.
could, I suppose, create a plot. Write a little epic of
ln Kaufman. But I'm convinced that would be a waste. Why
• things? Outside, through my window, I can hear other
•*> Playing. I watch them, its the first hot evening of
tner summer. But there is no story, except that I an watch-
ing. I don't care to rearrange life, I don't find it so boring.
And yet I am bored to death. I can see how irrelevant and
plotless life can be. If I stop to interpet each day I am dis-
gusted. But what I'm trying to explain is that life needed be
this way. And to do so 1 must speak of the life I've seen.
People, mad people usually, but yet men and women, jump
from roof tops, swallow pills, dive off bridges. But they're
not really so sad with life. If that was so they'd kill the world.
They'd change things. But it's themselves they kill. It's so
themselves they cannot stand. It's the way they've managed
to live their lives, not life itself. The cave man wanted a
meaning just as we do today. But I doubt if he sacrificed him-
self to elephants and tigers when things were blackest. Man
went on living, reaching out to life with hope. I've felt a sense
of despair at times. I realize I'm young; I'm just twenty, but
I think I've felt life seem bleak. But at those times I somehow
find the fault always in myself. I don't profess to be a theist.
I'm not at all convinced of God the Almighty, maker of heaven
and earth. But I have seen the heavens and the earth and they
always seem to tell me that life was a gift for me, promises.
Hope. I need to grasp hard to the warm earth, and then I can
see who's at fault.
What I'm interested in is living, being a life, and so when I
make the excuse that a plot is missing I somehow have to ex-
plain myself through this belief.
Man can find something to hope for. He's better off when he
stops considering the plot of his existence and starts thinking
about his place in it.. The first time I tried to write the plot
was worthless.
In the fourth grade I was to give a book report. I might have
been playing war, or softball, I'm not certain of the reason but
I didn't find a book to read. So finally on the night I had to
finish the report, I went with my father to the library. My brother
and I had visited there with him several times. When he made
short trips, to the office or the drug store, he often took us
along. He left Mark, my brother, and myself in the reading room
and went off to do research. My brother was in his last year of
elementary school and he had used the books in the library
several times. He even was willing to help me for awhile, a
little over humanitarian for my brother.. Then he let me loose
among the stacks. I had no idea where to look, which of the
books to read. I was quite impressed with the number of thick
volumes, the sets especially seemed desirable. That must
have been when I first decided that if I tried to read every book
from front to back I'd never make it through. For a time I think
that bothered me. Wouldn't I be expected to understand all of
what was said?
So that night for an hour or more I looked through one book.
A sort of low level history of Pearl Harbor, a You Were There
book. Then I started another, a book on frontiersmen, another
sort of novel. That one I can still remember.
There was a mountain man in the story and in one scene he
moulded bullets out of lead..He'd dug the shot from trees, and
from the animals and Indians he'd killed. He never wasted a
bullet, using them over and over again.
By nine-thirty I was nowhere. My father was leaving about
ten. I thought I understood the story, the Mountain Man book,
fairly well. But suddenly on about page 150 his good friend,
who had been, as I understood it, killed in a wagon wreck,
turned up as an Indian scout for the Cavalry. I've always
wanted to find that book and reread it. It might be the best
mystery ever written. So, lacking a plot, a story at all, I
forsook the West and began another book. . .then another, and
another. My mission a failure I walked home with my family.
On the way down the hill from the University I wrote my nov-
el. The book was called Scraps Finds A Home. I can't remem-
ber the author's name. I used Robin's last name. It sounded
19 20
intelligent to me. The book was Scraps Finds A Home by Some-
body Kaufman, the short and touching story of a tiny terrier
that adopted a hobo for a master. I turned in the report the next
morning on a large index card. I filled both sides with my
evening's production of character names, scene descriptions
and a sort of plot. I had some other details which I'd called
important, like the fact that the Hobo had been in Pearl Har-
bor during the bombing.
I received a C minus and claimed that the teacher hadn't
liked me from the beginning. Oddly she asked me why I had
spent so much time explaining the plot. And she asked me
why I had liked the story. She asked me if there weren't other
things that interested me, besides just what happened. The
plot apparantly didn't interest her; it certainly didn't excite
her. I had described the story as just that too, exciting. But
the novel was a C minus type of story and I've always been
convinced that it was the plot that ruined it. There were other
important points I wanted to include. About how Scraps had
been abandoned by a family of rich people who didn't like
or want him. I wanted to explain how rich they were. And how
the Hobo had plenty enough trouble finding food for himself,
but he still managed a little for the dog. Character. Motivation.
Now I don't pretend to believe that this argument is rea-
sonable or valid. I'm a little sorry I've gotten off into an ar-
gument at all. But you see there isn't going to be a plot, and
I don't really think that'll hurt my story. Maybe sometime
I'll try to write a cute little story about a dog, or what an
adorable little creature Robin was. But if I don't just tell it
straight from the horse's mouth, I mean what she really meant
to me, then how can I expect you to ever understand? I want
to tell you about how we believed for several years that
every word she told us about the Babushka was truth. John
McBride moved in and told me that a big man with a mustache
really was in charge of Russia, and the country was called the
U.S.S.R. He showed us the decals on a model airplane. And he
told us about alot of the four letter words I'd heard and seen
scribbled on the windows and screens during Halloween. We
even started to laugh about farts and things like that, but I
still was convinced with the truth of Robin's words. I must
have been the last one to stop obeying her, to stop seeing her
world. You see Robin was something that happened to me,
really happened. I want to tell people that I was, and I'll glad-
ly admit it, a niave and romantic kid that was drowning in a
little girls puddle of imagination. I'll remember little memories
like Robin. She made me notice a lot of the world, and I can't
forget that.
I remember seeing Robin sitting on her front steps one
afternoon with four girls. I stood across the street. Finally I
sat down on the curbing, my back leaning against a tree* She
was having a tea party. . .playing a girls'game. That was in-
teresting. I hoped I could hear what she was saying. I won-
dered if she'd tell them, the girls, about me or about the wars.
In a way I hoped she would and yet I thought that would be a
kind of treachery. So I waited. And listened. And though I could
only hear giggles and glasses pouring, I remember a saucer
dropped and shattered. But after awhile Robin stood up, she
had a scarf wrapped around her neck and white gloves that
were too long for her. She made her way across the street and
slowly descended the steps.
She walked right past me and jumped behind the tree. "Mi-
chael," she whispered leaning against the trunk like a spy,
"what do you want?" "Nothing," I told her. "There's nobody
around today."
"Listen Mike," she said, "I have to meet with Queen Liz-
abeth and Katheleen for the afternoon, If you like you can visit
with us. But we mustn't mention war. Lizabeth and Katheleen
are both horrified at the mentioning of shooting."
"I'll come back another time," I told the Babushka. She
n I noticed a small crowd of younger ladies be-
^,he jawyer and myself were soon surrounded
had what they call charm. He was the perfect
at a cocktail party or a wedding reception. Ev-
| pear
e
walked back across the street and I remember th
They were holding their hands to their mouths gtl
ed away feeling I had made the right decision'
It's things like that that convince me that
Robin is the best way to talk about what was
ful in life. There's a sort of radiant beauty about"'
pie can adjust themselves, their stories, each oth
a part of life and its not always cruel. It's pan
ations. When I talk to people now I remember what
they tell me something I don't question if I should
I remember it as a part of them.
I had a dog at one time that seemed very hu
wasn't a particularily good dog by most standards™
him. He seemed human. He had faults, he had feels'
That's what people are like Peoole arp mr>roreupie are more mixed nn KOPJUI to aevmge mo ou^ai OOI>IGI,O.
complex, than they can ever let themselves admit Bm Tto success, he explained, was to talk about wo-
might be a good thing if they'd just accept thems'e
than being afraid. They're afraid to act from their
ve
™ed to be happy when he was around, laughing or
-vone s
:••£• jm again that evening. I was sitting in the bath-
I sa*'t sitting there, with my pants up, feeling badly. I
15 drunk as I was sick. Well he started giving me ad-
•**"'' ^was drunk himself. He told me to wash off my face
n outside. We went out together and took a little walk
s country Club garden. It wasn't long before the
d mv face faded and I could talk again. But he was still
° dvice. He seemed to know what I was most interested
d ul his soci l secrets
fa;;,
—. imur Iecl,
be confused, out of order. They aren't themselves very
they sacrifice their freedom. Babushka the Heiress
control of everything. She could walk away from a tea
speak to a captain who'd just returned from battle •,
t Oj,
never even dirty her gloves. I think everyone is capable of
justing, or not adjusting, to life in such a way that they'n
joying, and I don't mean playing in a nine-year-old sense
ery minute. Why do my parents have to set themselves in a
er-serious mood to discuss politics, or to go to work? And »
do they have to talk about just certain topics of conversat
Why do they have to be able to switch from a recipe in the 8»
ter Homes magazine back to the riots in the streets jus t
keep a little chat going? Why do they have to become s<
thing they can't even understand themselves?
But I'm using an example that's a part of people
acter. I think perhaps we've started to judge our lives i
judge literature. If the plot is good, the personality, t
story should be a good one, and most likely have a haps
ing. But there's more to it. In his Poetics, (now I'll show v
what I've learned at State), Aristotle explains that the el
ments of poetry can be divided and categorized. Plot coiii
first, character second. He goes on down the line listing t:
spectacular elements of the scene last. This is what mat
life worth living. The spectacle. The beauty of things is r.
in their arrangement, but in their radiance, their luster. I wi
to give example after example, but consider just one: Babushk
I could give you a quick run down of all the kids that th
were in those days. I'm going to tell a story instead. F
have to tell you about myself.
What I want to explain is my relationship to women.
almost an academic subject, I realize. . .my, no My Relat
ship to Women. I won't go into great depths, I won't be a
demic. I'll begin a year ago.
Last summer at this time I was invited to a wedding,
a regular part of June, returning from college and findin
old friend getting married. At this wedding I remember m
a lawyer. We were both a little drunk. I was drunk I'm ce
I'd been drinking a few beers after work to cool off. And
I came to the reception and was trying to talk nicel;
some fairly old women. I mean grandmothers, not aunt
mothers. Both of my real grandmothers have been dead f<
time. I have one, a second marriage sort of thing- '
ever see her because she lives in Florida. I know that s
born in 1886, and that she's usually happy to see me, '
gets my name. But I've always found myself looking
placements. That's what I was doing just then. We were s
ing around holding cups of champagne and laughing
nervous the groom had been. I shouldn't have been 1
because I had missed the actual wedding. Then the
e told me that no matter where you may be people will
to almost anything concerning women. And people will
ninmfin ho c a i H aro tho ii/nrl H* o /wl™ iiMiTTai.ci . i lWomen, he said, are the world's only universal
Women listen, men listen and most importantly, men and
talk.
1 o
listen together. And they usually have something to say
Ives If y°u have to ^e some sort °f expert, be an ex-
rt women.
That's when I realized that what I'd always felt had some
it When a guy is drunk, and the lawyer was, and you
drunker, you have to believe in him. If he's sober you pro-
"biv won't even talk to him, much less tolerate any of his
Ivice But is he's drunk then his word is Truth. Women are
it most important subject, they are the majority of the world.
They are the biggest part of a puzzle that each of us fits into,
or most men they are the only other part.
Women are a race, a race of individuals. Yet one in all,
ill in one. They complete the world. They are the other half.
Bubushka the Heiress, the completer, the other part, the mys-
uque of our minds. They are as real as war games. They are
idiant element of life, they are the spectacle. This is
:ig to dwindle into half supported claims and symbollic
nonsense. I realize that. But I ask you to think of the differ-
sices in the lives of men and the minds of women. The differ-
aice is like child and parent. Women consistently display an
acceptance of their own thoughts, an acceptance which is of-
ten beyond belief. They are always prepared to live, to step
out of a tea party and into a war. They let life live. I can nev-
«r understand it when I hear of women commiting suicide. Each
one must lead back to a throughly rational man.
I've given you the story of Robin. I've told you what I
about life, what I feel about its radiance. We have to look
t. If I've done just that, even though it seems a failure in
ot and character, I've succeeded.
wrote several endings to this story when I first complet-
I last summer. I attempted to show the spectacle of my kind
' love for Robin. But I had contrived the story and I had lied.
the attempt was true and valid. I was uncapable of cap-
' the proper love. But then let me show you my attempt.
st summer, early June, late morning, a hotel, the nation's
-1- (I was visiting to witness the wedding, the full Jewish
"val of marriage, Robin Kaufman to a Doctor from that
)- A young man, obviously myself, lies asleep beneath the
s blankets. His eyes have felt the morning light and he
\o move, to awaken. The earth rolls beneath him and
'es pass and converge with thoughts of future days, they
'ithin his mind. Below his eyes, within the deepness of
shift htS| indistinct Pictures of life both dead and living
d lift into his consciousness, then fade and die like
"id of cool smoke. The wind of his mind grows gray
The warm thoughts of sleep fade. His eyes open,
5 Ws head, and is again a part of movement. He is
again a living man.
The night he has left behind was one of loneliness and
again he feels its pain. In the bathroom he leans against the
sink, tipping his head near to the mirror. He runs a finger
along his lips and looks for dry dead skin and waste. He
hears the people and the cars outside in the street, a bus
door opening at the corner. The young man returns to his bed.
He wedges a finger between his toes then stretches on the
mattress. He presses himself into the sheets and blankets.
His head crushes the lumped pillow and his mind runs back-
ward. He returns to the evening and thinks the day's first
real thoughts. She's nice. She looks like a woman now.
Does he? Does she still tell stories? wander up the hill with
Russia on her mind and wonder about the game, our game?
He needs to know.
The young man dresses and rides the elevator to the lobby.
He walks into the street. The day passes on. He sees the
city, visits the monuments and walks the green pathways of
his nation's glory. He sees graves and halls of law. He
rides a taxi, eats egg salad and a bowl of soup. Call her,
call her. He urges himself...call call call. In the evening
he decides. Numbers pass into his eyes. He looks for her in
the main pages.
345-09 345-09 345-0987 he dials 345-0987
"Hello."
"Hello, who is speaking," he asks. He has never asked
that, not from his side of the conversation.
"This is Mrs. Kaufman, may I help you."
"May I speak with Babushka the Heiress please?"
"Pardon me. Could you speak up please?"
"I'd like to talk to...the Heiress. Is this the Harris resi-
dence?"
"I'm sorry."
The phone clicks, a tongue snap against teeth. He holds
it down, pushing the plastic into the rest. He closes his
eyes to cover perhaps a tear and then lifts the phone again,
touches it to his ear, and to his cheek. He looks across the
room through the window and into the city. He watches the
evening sky and waits for rain.
Sad. But untrue. This didn't happen. The wedding was
in Kenny. I did not attend the wedding. It is a lie. I have
given it a sort of plot, a kind of substance. But it was only a
feeling.
So this is an honorable lie. I can accept it, I can tell it
again. It's Babushka's lie to me: Queen Lizabeth and
Kathy. A lie like that of old Barker, the druggist.
Barker's Pharmacy
Open Wk Days
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday
noon - 12 p.m.
closed
on Sundays
He displayed those hours, like a lie, on his front door. The
nicest old man in the world, and he's a liar. He was never
to work until noon, never, never, never. And he usually
closed early. It made being sick a special something in
Kenny. We knew that we were in trouble if we needed pills
before lunch. It was nice for those people who like to worry
about themselves.
Perhaps I should have lied to Robin. Perhaps I should
have invented an excuse to see her. I left town before her
wedding. But instead I wrote my story.
And I rewrote it, and I'm writing it again. "Later back in
his hotel room the young man, tired from the day's explora-
tions, lifted his legs to the bed and drifted away with the
wind. The rain continued to fall gently over the city. The
evening grew darker and wet."
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